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This thesis is entitled Interdependencies System and Logico-semantic relations of Clause Complexes in
Asean Free Trade (AFTA) Agreement. It portrays the relations of clause complex found in AFTA agreement
using framework of systemic functional linguistics as stated by  Eggins (2004:254-295). In spesific way, the
researcher has the intention to find the tactic systems and the logico-semantic relations towards clause
complex by conducting the descriptive and qualitative research. 
The main data is 21 clause complexes. Clause complex happens when the sentence contains more than one
clause that join the two clauses or become additional information. On the other hand, it makes the sentence
more effective. By using effective clause, an agreement can deliver many informations in one complex
clause. 
However, the researcher also finds the embedding clause which merely explain the nominal group rather
than the process. Furthermore, this clause complexes have interpendencies and logico-semantics relations.
There are hypotactic and paratactic clauses which the number of hypotactic clause is more than paratactic
clause with 14 clauses or 56%. On the other hand, the paratactic is 11 clauses or 44%. This condition
happens because there are many additional information in order to make the agreement, the context and the
meaning clear. 
In terms of logico-semantics relations, elaboration is the highest number of the logical-semantics found in the
data with 14 clauses. It happens because one clause elaborates the meaning of another clause. It means
providing detail information. As the result, it becomes the highest number. The second number is extension
with 9 clauses. There are some clauses that extend a clause by adding new information. The last is
enhancement with 2 clauses. The enhancement function is to provide explanation about the circumstance.
The genre of text is agreement; so, it tends to explain more about the process and the actor rather than the
circumstance.
The projection clauses are not found in this research because of the genre. This phenomena happens
because It is impossible to find verbal or mental process in agreement such as AFTA
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